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Medicine on Television

SIR,-Little pleasure is got from the co-
sowtion of bitting the hand that pets you on
the head. And if that band holds a scalpel it
is peehaps be,tter to be cautious in the
manoeuvre. Nevertheless, in spite of the
favourable cmparison your leading article
(8 Mardh, p. 539) makes between my film
for the B.B.C. on spina bifida and 6ome
other documentaries, mnay I say that the
condcusions you draw in that article seem
to me to be more irresponsible tan the
films it sets out to criticize?
A television producer's power is mnifest

in that he manipulates a medium whiich
under some circumstances can influence
millions of people. But it is never, as you
suggest, power without responsibility. A
producer is vulneralble to legal action as a
doctr is vulnerable Ito legal action; and he
is vulnerable to disbarment by his en-
ployer as a doctor is vulnerable to disbar-
ment by removal from the Register. If a
televission producer makes a film isaying that
medicall advice being given to patients is
wrong, and it is wrong, hn the producer is
doing no more tan his duty. If be says it
is wrong when it is right, then he is not
doing his duty and can expect and deserves
the kind of censure you are wont to apply,
just as in appropriate cases he can expect
legal and disciplinary action.

Irresponsibility is not excusable. But we
ought rto be clear what irresponsibility is and
what it is not. I find it very surprising that
in your artidle you apply to journalists the
wods "self-appointed" and "self-taught" in
a denigratory fashion as though each is
synonymous with irresponsibility. We are all
of us-chernists, medics, lawyers, journalists,
producers-self-taught to a large extent and
self-appointed in ,thart we freely chose our
own careers. But these conditions do not
make us any less capable of understanding

without erring, they do not exclude us from
understanding other people's disciplines, and
they do not make us neessarily prone to
irresponsibility.

It is par,t of every journalist's responsi-
bility to get the facts right. It is also part
of his responsibility to present his material
honestly without yielding to unreasonable
pressures from those with a subjective
intererst in it. Unless he vigilantly upholds
this responsibility the freedom of the press,
on which both you and I depend to fulfil
our functions properly, would be quickly
eroded. I find it ironical that in an editorial
you appear to imply that doctors should
have editorial control over television
journalists' programmes, that the producer's
role should be restricted to "presenting new
ideas," and that he should have no critical
function.
You conclude that, because of the inherent

dangers of being savaged by irresponsible
television producers, doctors should be more
cautious than ever about taking part in
certain television iprogrammes. This advice
seems to me to be not only ill-founded but
dangerous. Of oourse, a doctor who buys for
himself time on the screen sihould apply
principles of caveat emptor: and so should
a patient who buys advice from a doctor.
But it is now, better than ait any other time,
,that doctors can use the medium to the
advantage of the conumunity. The mass of
people are receptive and the infomation
being given is being used. Of course, any
information can be misused. But there is no
question that it is the dispelling of ignorance
and fear as much as medicament that has so
radically altered the incidence of disease in
this century. Doctors have an 'utterly in-
dispensible role in dispelling this ignorance.
And this implies taking part, not merely in
simple infornational programmes, but those

in which there are elements of contention,
opinion, and debate, which a wide public has
a right to know of and to whch sometimes
that public can make useful contributions.
I sincerely hope that doctors will not onily
reject the serious implications of your
cautionary leading article but that they will
actively seek out and use -the television
medium to everybody's advantage.-I am,
etc.,

ROBERT REID
London W.14

SIR, -Dr. L. E. S. Carrie (8 March, p. 571)
says that "several misleading or frankly in-
correct staements" about epidural analgesia
were made in the recent B.B.C.-2 "Horizon"
programme on induction of labour. As he
does not specify what these statements were
we find it difficult, as the producers of the
programme, to give a detailed reply. How-
ever, most of the sequence on epidurals was
simply a straightforward account of what
happens; and the possible side effects we
mentioned such as loss of sensation and
headaches are generally accepted as being
present in certain cases.
Furthermore, many of the points made

about epidurals in the commentary emerged
from a discussion one of us had in the
labour suite of the John Radcliffe Hospital
with 'lDr. Carrie himself. Hence it is
certainly not true to say that no such dis-
cussions took place or that -we did not
approach anyone there for the facts.

Dr. Carrie also questions the recollections
of one of the interviewed mothers. We do
not, of course, have access to patients'
records, which must remain confidential, but
as the lady in question is a trained staff
nurse and was simply describing her own
experience we felt it reasonable to include
this interview. She did not say that the
epidural had caused fetal distress; in fact
sihe clearly stated that the fend heart rate
bad dropped before the epidural wars given.
What she described was the increased inter-
vention needed following her induction and
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